
  

Internet ASN squatting

What it's? How bad?, 
How good?, What can we do?



  

What is ASN squatting

Autonomous System Numbers that have not been 
assigned either by a RIR or IANA but appear in 
the global routing table



  

History

We started looking for prefixes marked as 
“available” in the NRO file and we realized that 
ASN squatting is perfectly feasible. We were 
curious in knowing if it was happening.



  

How we did this study

- Linux Ubuntu 13.04
- Most scripts in python3
- Daily routing table is copied from: : 
http://data.ris.ripe.net/rrc16/latest-bview.gz
- Daily NRO file is copied from: 
http://www.nro.net/pub/stats/nro/delegated-extended
- Backend DB is Mysql 
- Basicly two scripts:

* One which takes the DB & the NRO to MySQL
     * A second script which looks for every prefix and ASN in 
the Routing tables and tries to find a match in the NRO info.

http://data.ris.ripe.net/rrc16/latest-bview.gz
http://www.nro.net/pub/stats/nro/delegated-extended


  

Difficulties

- The speed of processing
- ASNs allocations by RIRs to LIRs sometimes are 
done by blocks and not one by one (quantity > 1)



  

Example: 
January 28. What we found:

AS222444 advertising 192.54.88.0 / 24
AS12845938 advertising 193.104.235.0 / 24
AS12845948 advertising 109.233.96.0 / 21
AS12845948 advertising 195.250.24.0 / 22



  

Was it true?:

- We double checked the information using 
several looking glasses in Internet such as 

Hurricane Electric and TATA
- We also checked it using RIPE's BGP Play



  

IANA AS list as of: 28/Jan/2014



  

RIPE's BGPPLAY (28/Jan/2014)



  

TATA's LG (28/Jan/2014)



  

HE's LG (28/Jan/2014)



  

Is it good?

We don't think so:
Please read the next slide



  

Is it bad?

Yes, it's:
- In case of threat difficult to track
- No info in the whois DB
- You got to go the upstream provider, you will loss 
time, maybe won't get an answer



  

Can it be worse?

As usual, yes it can:
- Imagine a squatted prefix & a squatted ASN!!.., 
difficult to handle
- We can get a cascade effect, squatte ASN doing 
transit for another squatted AS
- Is this a potential problem?, more of this in the 
future?



  

Why is it happening?

As a comment:
- For AS222444 the upstream AS is: 22244 
(regarding whois: Morotola-PHX). The prefix they 
are announcing belongs to Motorola

Typo error?



  

RPKI?

- Could be half of the solution since RPKI only 
validates prefixes.
- RPKI does not validate the if the AS is valid



  

March 1st results
222444 advertising 192.54.88.0 / 24
553330 advertising 27.116.57.0 / 24
553330 advertising 103.23.247.0 / 24
553330 advertising 175.106.42.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.71.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.72.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.77.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.83.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.87.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.91.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.93.0 / 24
553330 advertising 180.94.95.0 / 24
553330 advertising 203.215.33.0 / 24
12845938 advertising 193.104.235.0 / 24
12845948 advertising 109.233.96.0 / 21

12845948 advertising 195.250.24.0 / 22 



  

What can we do?

- In the same way ISPs filter bogon prefixes they 
should filter bogon ASs
- ISP traditionally checks for prefixes assignments 
but they don't check for AS assignment 



  

Thanks & Question
 to the audience

- Do we need some mechanism to validate ASN?

(I think we know the answer)

If any question please don't hesitate


